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Singapore – Researchers at Nanyang Technological University’s School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering (EEE) have
developed a revolutionary camera system that can track high-speed objects with very little redundant data and at much lower
cost compared to its commercial counterparts.

The system could help autonomous vehicles to become smarter and make split-second decisions about whether and how to
avoid potential collisions. It can also be used in manufacturing, defence, surveillance and other 街�elds.

Traditional motion detection systems work by continuously taking pictures. To capture fast-moving objects, the systems
have to be set at very high frame rates of more than 500 images per second, which produces massive amounts of data.

The EEE system does not take pictures. Instead, it analyses every pixel in its view and records only those that show
signi街�cant changes in light intensity. If the background does not change, the data is not captured. Moving objects, however,
change pixels’ light intensity, and the coordinates and time-stamps are logged.

Users set the rate of change that triggers the data collection, so the system can reject not only static backgrounds but also
slower-moving ones, for example when it is monitoring traf街�c from a moving car or unmanned aircraft.

The camera system can also differentiate between objects by looking at their light properties, and predict each object’s
movement and speed by analysing the motion of the brightness patterns as it collects data. Autonomous vehicles need such
intelligence to recognise and avoid potential collisions.

Since the system’s speed is not limited by traditional photography concepts, such as exposure time and frame rates, it can
track the movement of high-speed objects down to the microsecond, or one-millionth of a second.

It can monitor scenes at the equivalent of more than 100,000 frames per second, and generate 1,000 times less data than its
commercial competitors for the same work, which drastically reduces the signal processing cost and expands its
applications.

Manufacturers now spend millions of dollars to monitor their automated work processes, especially in intricate electronic
circuit production. Professor Chen Shoushun from EEE said: “Our invention can be a high-speed and low-cost alternative
solution.”

In defence, the camera’s ability to capture light changes in microseconds enables it to track gun街�re and individual bullets’
paths, as well as help in explosives analysis and identi街�cation.
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In the longer-term, the EEE system could revolutionise ultra-mobile embedded computers by allowing them to interpret
images and recognise objects. Its low and targeted data production sidesteps power and computing limits that now prevent
the small and lightweight devices from performing either task.

The researchers are improving their technology to make it even faster and use less power. They welcome academics, 街�rms
and government agencies to partner them to 街�nd new applications for their work.
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